
EXERCISE WORKBOOK

Heart Rate Before Workout: BPM

Focus: Active Recovery
Why are you exercising today?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Heart Rate After Workout: BPM

RECOVERY
Rest.
Your body requires time to repair itself following a bout of 
exercise.  Not only is rest an award, it’s a requirement for peak 
performance and progress. 

Stretch.

Recover.

Strength and cardiovascular training stresses your muscles, 
which will tighten and make subsequent exercise more difficult 
if they are stretched out.  Take 20 minutes today to stretch out 
your muscles.

Today is not meant to be spent on the couch or in bed –a fully 
sedentary day would be counter-productive.  Take time today 
to connect with your body and recognize the progress it’s 
made.  Treat your body with love and care and it will care and 
love you back.
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NUTRITION WORKBOOK
Focus: Calorie Deficit
Calorie Recommendation:

Sleep Hours: _____ hours
Weight Today: _____ Lbs.
Multivitamin:   Yes |   No

8, 8 oz of H2O

Today’s Food Intake Log Calories

Total Calories



LIFE IS SHORT, LIVE HAPPY

Positive Pulse Check

Why hello there, welcome back! Over the past few days, you explored the power of MINDSET 
and its ability to influence our perception and actions. You also tried your hand at Spotting the 
Sunshine – a brilliant technique for becoming more optimistic. One of the founding fathers of 
the field of Positive Psychology thoughtfully stated that the science of happiness could be 
summed up in one statement: “Other People Matter.” In your reflection on your happiest 
moments, we’d hedge our bets that your best memory involved others.

In the upcoming days, we’ll focus on positive relationships. Relationships have always been 
essential to our survival as a species and they are absolutely necessary for happiness. The 
experiences of being loved, cared for, understood – these ingredients elevate our lives and 
have positive impact not only on our happiness but our physical health as well. 

For today, however, feel free to take some deep, deliberate breaths and settle in for your 
reflection on the past few days. 


